Crepe cake technique: My personalized technique to treat tear trough

Tear trough is caused by genetic factors altogether with environmental factors and aging processes. From the literature review and my own personal experience, tear trough formation is quite a complex process which is the result of its own anatomy and aging combined with adjacent tissue changes. This process happens in every single facial layer from the deepest to the most superficial one. So they invented personalized technique to treat tear trough - "Crepe Cake Technique". It is designed on the basis of mimicking natural anatomy and aging process concept. They used high molecular weight HA filler with high supporting and lifting capacity to support midface and periorbital skeletal structure. Then they used light molecular weight HA filler with easy-to-spread properties to do periorbital skin rejuvenation and decorate fine details. With my “Crepe cake” technique, you will not only yield natural-looked tear trough correction but also lifted lower face and more rejuvenated facial shape. Moreover, it prevents further aging process and gives better periorbital skin quality.
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